STUDENTS: Take placement test when required (before fall quarter)

101 in fall only: Arabic, Chinese, German, Japanese, Latin and Hebrew

LANGUAGES AT K
Ancient Greek - Arabic - Chinese
French - German - Japanese
Latin - Modern Hebrew - Spanish

WHAT IS THE REQUIREMENT?
• A proficiency level; not a number of courses
• A first step for valuable lifelong learning
• A gateway to a marketable skill and an exciting discipline

START EARLY!
Many study abroad sites have language minimums

START EARLY!
The requirement is only the beginning

ADVISING
• K offers great opportunities to both gain proficiency in a language begun in high school AND to explore a new language. Some students study more than one at K.
• Students should think strategically: some languages pair well with specific majors and career plans.
• Beyond the requirement: greater proficiency can open doors in graduate and professional schools.